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There are three key components that transform an electrical grid into a Grid of the Future. Data from grid devices that can be analyzed and converted 
into efficient Automation & Control, and the Communications network that ties it all together.  

Data Communications Automation/Control
Data sources will continue to 
evolve providing ComEd with critical 
information needed for grid of the 
future improvement

• Smart inverters
• Distribution PMUs
• Distribution equipment sensors
• Smart meters
• Modern microprocessor relays
• Mid-circuit device sensors
• Line sensors
• Weather sensors
• Grid edge devices
• Security devices (video)
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Communications networks will be 
required to expand to connect to any 
new data source or control any smart 
device. Volume, speed, and quality of 
data along with security requirements 
will determine the network architecture 
requirements

• Fiber backhaul – high speed and large 
bandwidth

• Wireless last mile options including 5G
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Converting data into additional utility 
and customer capabilities, 
efficiencies, and savings will 
increase the value of the enterprise

• DER management
• Utility-Customer IoT applications
• Advanced asset health
• Situational awareness
• Utility device coordination
• Storm readiness
• Automated fault location
• Distributed Intelligence
• Peer to Peer transactions
• Smart Cities applications
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3Leveraging advanced computing capabilities to enable grid capabilities

Smart Sensors 
(SIMPLE, PMU)

Data-Driven Advanced Applications

DERs (e.g. 
BESS, Solar, 
Wind, EV, 
Charger)

Model-based 
Analytical 
Applications
(MMC, 
DERMS, 
DLSE, etc.)



4Expanding the frontier of power systems computing with quantum algorithms

All of today’s power systems applications rely upon conventional computers, but we are exploring quantum 
algorithms as tools for improved performance to address a challenging class of NP hard problems in power 
systems, problems that are likely to become increasingly difficult to solve as the number of DER assets 
increases on the distribution grid.

For utilities, the emerging quantum technology may help with:
• Improving solution speed or solution itself for classical power system problems (optimal placement, 

contingency analysis, state estimation, SCUC)
• New problems that require big data analytics capability (resilience modeling, image processing, asset 

management)
• Creating new business development opportunities for utilities


